As part of designing and building the Amoeba distributed operating system, we have come up with a simple set of mechanisms for process management that allows downloading, process migration, checkpointing, remote debugging and emulation of alien operating system interfaces.
INTRODUCTION
Our goal in designing the process management primitives described in this paper was to provide mechanisms that can do what process management primitives in existing general-purpose operating systems can do and much more. The added functionality has to do with the properties of the kinds of distributed systems we are interested in: personal workstations, shared server machines and guest systems, connected by a fast local-area network.
The workstations are normally used by a single person, but, when nobody is using them, they are available as a computing resource to users of other workstations. Together with processors dedicated to being allocated for the execution of user programs, the idle workstations form a Processor Pool. Shared server machines provide a distributed file system, name service, gateways to the internet, access to printers, tape drives, etc. By 'guest systems' we mean traditional operating systems that have become connected to the distributed system with some software to allow the sharing of software between the 'new' and the 'old' world. In the case of our system, U~Ixt systems are still used because of the enormous body of software available to us there; software that is only slowly replaced by equivalent or better in the distributed system.
We are building a general-purpose distributed system, so the programming environment we design for is a heterogeneous one: many languages, several file systems, existing software developed on other systems, possibly a wide variety of hardware and different kinds of networks to connect the machines. The designed process abstraction must allow running existing software. There must thus be support for heavy-weight processes and emulation of foreign operating system interfaces (with the possibility of providing binary compatibility: binaries fi"om the foreign system must run without modification).
In this environment, sufficient protection mechanisms must be implemented to prevent one user's programs from disturbing another's. Programs from different users will frequently share one physical processor, so they must run in separate address spaces.
Not all machines can be expected to have a local file system, so programs will have to be downloaded over the network. The mechanisms that do this must be fast; some programs are several megabytes in size, so loading takes seconds, even in the best of cases, and the user is often impatiently waiting at the terminal.
Distributed applications will rely heavily on fast interprocess communication. In many distributed systems, the basic communication mechanism is the message transaction, a message pair: a request message from a client process to a server, followed by a reply message from the server back to the client. On top, remote procedure call is often provided. When carefully designed and implemented, message transactions form one of the most efficient communication protocols for local-area networks, both in terms of delay and of throughput [6, 2] . In many popular implementations, when a client process has sent a request, it blocks until a reply arrives; when a server has asked for a request, it blocks until one arrives.
Using message transactions has several consequences for the design of the programming environment. First, processes block once on each message transaction. Two process switches thus occur: one when the process blocks to run another process and one after the process has become unblocked again to run the original again. If message transactions are to be very fast, process switching had better be fast too.
Second, message transactions provide no parallelism: when the client runs, the server waits for a request, and when the server runs, the client waits for a reply.
Only one process runs at a time, albeit on different machines. One solution could be to implement non-blocking transactions, thus killing two birds with one stone: process switches need not compete with message transactions in speed any more and parallelism can be obtained by sending requests to many servers simultaneously. This solution, however, introduces a whole new set of problems [7] . One problem is that the interface between a process and the communications substrate becomes more complicated: there must be handles for telling a process when a message has arrived. Another is that the number of process switches does not decrease at all: the communications software (which must reside in a separate address space or in the kernel for protection) is invoked upon requests to send, requests to receive, and upon receipt of a message from the network. A third problem is that a non-blocking message transaction interface is extremely hard to program and debug, because the order of events is no longer specified.
Parallelism must be provided in some other way, and the way that was chosen in Amoeba, as well as many other modern distributed)ystems, is to implement light-weight processes, or threads of control. Many threads can share a single address space; since much of the state of the light-weight processes is shared, thread switching can be done blindingly fast. Using light-weight processes makes it possible to implement servers by having one process serve a single client at a time; many clients can be served simultaneously by creating many parallel lightweight processes. Usually, a synchronization mechanism is provided to allow the processes to share common data structures in shared memory (e.g., in the form of sem~p~res).
Light-weight processes and blocking message transactions are used in many distributed systems to simplify writing software that exploits parallelism [11, 1, 7] .
Mechanisms for migration of processes in distributed systems have been proposed or implemented several times, but no algorithms have been proposed to use migration for load-balancing. Given the time required to migrate a large process (on the order of ten seconds), migration for load-balancing does not appear to be very useful. It can be useful, however, in an environment of personal workstations, where idle workstations are 'lent out' as a processing resource for others and 'taken back' when their owners return.
THE AMOEBA DISTRmUTED OPERATL'qO SYSTEM
Amoeba is a distributed operating system, based on the popular paradigm of client processes communicating with services via message transactions. Amoeba uses capabilities to access services and the objects these services implement.
A capability is a 256-bit reference to an object; the first 64 bits --known as the port --refer to the service managing the object; the next 64 bits are available to the system for use as a location hint; the remaining 128 bits are allocated by the service to identify the object, A capability is generated in such a way --and contains sufficient bits--that the probability of an unauthorized user guessing an object's capability is negligible.
These capabilities are used for protection, and also as the primary mechanism for addressing requests to do operations on objects. When a client sends a request, the system uses the port to determine which service should handle the request. A server for that service is then found through a locate operation, e.g., implemented through broadcasting 'where-are-you" packets. The server uses the private part of the capability to identify the object. After carrying out a request, the server returns a reply.
Most services run in user space. The Amoeba Kernel provides only the bare minimum of service: message-transaction facilities, ,process management, and access paths to peripherals. File service, for instance, is a user-space service with no special privileges, except knowledge of the capabilities to get to the disks where the files are stored.
Message transactions are blocking, and the system provides no buffering.
When a server calls getrequest(port, capability, requestbuffer), (the port identifies the server to the system), the server is blocked until a request arrives. The server returns a reply with putreply(replybuffer), which doesn't block. When the client calls trans(capability, requestbuffer, replybuffer), it blocks until the server's reply is received.
In case of a failure, the client is told that the server could not be reached, or that no reply was received. In the former case, the client can safely retry; in the latter case, the client will have to find out whether the failure occurred before, during, or after execution of the request (unless the request was idempotent; in this case the request can always be safely repeated). When a client fails during a transaction, the reply is lost.
A kernel request is just a request for an operation on an object maintained by the kernel. A kernel request, or system call, is a transaction with the Kernel Service.
Thus, in principle, Amoeba could have only the system calls for doing message transactions. In practice, however, it is more efficient to implement some of the very frequent kernel service requests as ordinary system calls. Since Amoeba transactions t are blocking, they cannot be used to obtain parallelism. Amoeba uses parallel processes to achieve that. Amoeba implements light-weight parallel processes, called tasks. For efficiency, a number of tasks can share an address space. An address space with a number of tasks in it is a cluster. Because the term process could refer both to a task or a cluster, we have avoided it as much as possible in the remainder of the paper.
To allow programmers to use separate tasks for small units of work (e.g., use a separate task for each request received by a file server), tasks are cheap to create, destroy and schedule. The current scheme for this is quite efficient, but we believe it can be made more flexible and more efficient still. This paper discusses a new design for task and cluster management.
For more information about Amoeba, see 'The Design of a Capability-Based Distributed Operating System' [12, 9, 10, 8] . For details of the Amoeba protection mechanism, see 'Protection and Resource Control in Distributed Systems' [5] .
~" Not to be confused with database transactions or atomic transactions. In Amoeba, a transaction is a message transaction, a request/reply pair.
THE KERNEL SERVER
The Amoeba Kernel manipulates three kinds of basic objects to realize the process abstraction in Amoeba. A cluster is a virtual address space consisting of a number of segments and a number of threads of control, called tasks.
The mason for having tasks share an address space is one of efficiency: Tasks can exchange information among each other more efficiently in shared memory, and, since tasks have little context, task switching can be made very fast. The concept of tasks is used in several modem distributed systems, notably, V [ 1] , Mesa [4] , and Topaz.*
Segments
A segment is a named linear section of memory. It is an object, managed by Kernel Service. Segments are created by mapping them into a clusteras address space using a seg_.map system call. It is not possible to map in an existing segment; thus, segments cannot be shared between clusters. The calls for segment management are depicted in FmURE 1.
S~'stem Calls sid -= seg_map(segment, address, length, how) seg_unmap(sid) seg__grow(sid, newlength) eg_i soO Transactions Seg Ca'eate(kemelcap, incap, outcap) Seg_Read(capability, offset, buffer, count) Seg_Write(capability, offset, buffer, count) length =, Seg_Length(capability) Seg Delete(capability) FIOURE 1. Segment-management system calls and transacdom
The fundamental difference between system calls and transactions is that system calls are handled by the local kernel and can thus only be used to manipulate local objects. Transactions, however, are addressed to a service that may be both local or remote; the Seg_Read transaction can therefore be used to read the contents of remote segments.
The seg map call creates a new segment, initializes it to the contents of the segment in~ated by the segment, which is a capability. The how parameter * Unfortunately, no papers on this very interesting muhiprocessor operating system have been published to date; the developers at DEC's System Research Center need every possible encouragement to remedy this. specifies mapping options, such as read-only mapping, which end is affected by seg grow calls, etc. The call returns a small integer called a segment identifier which represents the mapped segment. This integer is used in calls to seg_unmap and seg_grow.
When a segment is unmapped, it is removed from a cluster's address space but continues to exist as an object in memory. Seg_unmap returns the capability of this memory object for further manipulation with the transactions for segment management.
Seg_/njb returns information about the calling cluster's current memory map. The transactions for segment management speak for themselves.
Clusters
The Kernel Service also manages clusters, which are created by sending a
CreateGluster request to the kernel server. The parameter to the request is a cluster descriptor which describes the initial state of the cluster by describing the state of its tasks, the address space in which these tasks will run, and the processor on which the cluster must run. FIGORE 2 illustrates a cluster descriptor. The host descriptor describes the kind of processor the cluster runs on. Its entries have a type and a value. The type "instruction set; for instance, assumes values such as VAX, M68000, or NS32000, and describes the instruction set to which the cluster's code belongs. An instruction-set-dependent options type is used to indicate whether the cluster will need instruction-set options like floating point or extended instruction sets. The raemo~ size type has a value that indicates the maximum size that the cluster's address space may need to grow to. There are many more po~ible types; new types can easily be added. The Kernel Service recognizes a number of useful types and uses their values to determine whether it can or will handle the cluster. Other types may be used by user services that manipulate cluster descriptors (e.g., Emulation Service).
Host Descriptor Accounting
The accounting & scheduling field contains information about just that. It is not really used at the moment, but we envisage that one of its uses can be to provide scheduling information from a previous host to the next one when a cluster migrates. Another use is as a measuring device for execution times of clusters.
The exception handler field gives the port of the service to handle exceptions when they occur.
Then follow the mapping descriptors, one for each segment in the cluster's address space. The kernel creates the cluster's virtual address space by carrying out seg map calls as specified by each of the mapping descriptors. Finally, a list of task descriptors, one for each task in the cluster, gives the state of each task in the cluster. This illustrates one of the advantages of having transactions as the only way to communicate outside a cluster: the Amoeba Kernel maintains very little state for the tasks. The state of a task consists only of whether it is runnable or blocked on a semaphore or condition variable, the value of the program counter, the stack pointer, processor status word, the other registers and, if a transaction is in progress, its state. Note that a task can be involved in only two transactions at a time: It can be doing a transaction with a server while serving a request for a client itself. State has to be maintained for both ongoing transactions. Later, we shall return to the issues of starting and stopping clusters with tasks that are in the middle of a transaction. Thus, the kernel server has all the information it needs to start up the new cluster. It returns a cluster capability to the client issuing the request, so that only this client, as the owner of the new cluster, can exert control over the cluster. TABLE 1 lists the interface with the kernel server for process management. The first argument to a request is the capability of the object the request refers to.
The Kernel Server Interface
The CreateCluster request refers to an object that does not yet exist; its capability is a Kernel Capability that provides protection against unauthorized clients spawning clusters on kernels they have no access to. Ack indicates a generic success or failure reply. In case of failure it gives a reason as well. Half the 'system calls' are implemented as transactions with the kernel, the other half as traps into the kernel. The reason for implementing some of the calls as traps is one of efficiency. Actions such as MakeTask or P are executed very very often and need to be implemented in the absolute minimum number of instructions possible. Note that the system calls have effect only withing the cluster that issues them. The transaction calls need the protection of the Amoeba protection mechanism.
CreateCluster creates a new cluster. Its argument is a cluster descriptor that describes the cluster to be started. For each task of the cluster, the descriptor includes a task descriptor giving program counter, stack pointer and register contents, and for each segment, the mapping information is present in the mapping descriptors. In § 5.2 we shall return to the problems of creating clusters in an arbitrary state, such as needed for migration. DeleteCluster deletes a cluster and returns its cluster descriptor. The cluster descriptor returned could be given to a CreateGluster command and the cluster would continue where it was stopped, if it weren't for the fact that other clusters communicating with this one may have been told that it was killed between the DeleteCluster and the CreateCluster. Suspending or migrating a cluster is trickier than this. The details are described in § 5.2.
Segments are created by doing a seg_map operation on every segment described in the segment descriptor. The contents of the segment whose capability is provided in the call form the initial contents. An empty segment is made by specifying the null capability.
The execution of a cluster can be interrupted by sending a signal. A signal causes a cluster to freeze in its tracks and its state to be sent to a debugger server.
To handle the signal, the debugger can inspect and change the state of the cluster before allowing it to continue execution. The signal-and exception-handling mechanism is described in § 4. The Kernel Service transactiom described above are protected by the normal capability-based protection mechanisms of the Amoeba system: An application can only create clusters on those processors for which it has a Kernel Capability. An unauthorized user can thus easily be prevented from running clusters on another user's workstation, for instance. Segments are also protected with the capability mechanism. One user's private segment can not be mapped by another without explicit permission. Signals can only be sent to clusters by holders of an owner capability for the cluster.
The calls we are about to describe do not need this heavy-weight protection mechanism, because they only affect the cluster from which they are done. The task management calls and task synchronization calls could therefore be safely implemented as 'real' system calls, which is fortunate, because their efficient implementation is critical to performance.
A new task is created with a MakeTask system call. The parameters are a program counter and a stack pointer. The new task will start execution at the address indicated by the program counter. A new task cannot be started in the middle of a transaction; registers are undefined. A task can delete itself by an ExitTask call.
For synchronization, four calls are provided: P and V, operating on binary semaphores, and Sleep and Wakeup on condition variables [3] . Sleep puts a task to sleep and Wakeup wakes up every task sleeping on the condition. These primitives are essentially the same as those in the Topaz distributed system, and its predecessor, Mesa [4] . In the normal case (no contention for the semaphore), P and V execute completely in user space. A system call on P is only necessary if the semaphore has already been acquired by another task; on V, one is necessary only if another task is blocked waiting for it. We stole the idea for this optimization from Topaz.
THE DEBUt SERVER
When an Amoeba cluster traps because of an exception, a debugger is automatically invoked. The Debug Server, a user-space cluster with no special privileges, can reside on the same kernel as the faulty cluster, but it can also be remote. For remote debugging, however, some help from the Process Server is desirable. In this section, we shall describe the mechanisms for handling exceptions and signals.
Exceptions and signals are different, but handled identically. An exception is essentially a synchronous event, caused by a cluster to itself. Typical exceptions are division by zero, addressing non-existent virtual memory, attempting to execute non-instructions, etc. A signal is an asynchronous event, caused by a source external to a cluster. SignaLs are typically caused by humans hitting the interrupt key on their terminal and they are meant to terminate execution of a cluster, or at least make it interrupt its normat flow of execution. Signals play an important role in migration, as we shall see in the next section.
Signals and exceptions interrupt the execution of a cluster. Exceptions generally cause a hardware trap, which is handled by the kernel. Similarly, signals also end up in the kernel on which the cluster executes. Both signals and exceptions cause the following things to happen:
1. All running tasks in the cluster stop execution. On a multiprocessor, it is not possible to stop all tasks atomicly; here, we attempt to stop the tasks as quickly as possible.
2. Active transactions are frozen: the transaction protocol replies to incoming messages with a "t~y again later, this cluster is frozen' response. This will cause the sending protocol entities to retry sending the same message later, repeatedly, without giving up as long as this reply is given. 3. A cluster descriptor for the signaled cluster is made and the Kernel sends a PleaseDebug request to the server whose capability was in the signal capability field of the cluster descriptor when the cluster was created. 4. The Kernel then waits for a reply from the Debug Server, which may contain a modified cluster descriptor. After incorporating the modifications in the state of the cluster, 5. The cluster resumes execution, possibly in a modified state.
Ongoing transactions are only frozen in a few well-defined states: Servers can be frozen while waiting for an incoming request (but not after the request has started coming in), or while processing a request (between the completion of getrequest and the call of putreply). Clients can only be frozen between when sendhag the request has completed and the reply starts coming in. Further, clients or servers cannot be frozen while the protocol is waiting for an acknowledgement.
Clusters that are neither client nor server (i.e., in between transactions) can always be frozen. Note that transactions thus cannot be frozen if messages may have to be retransmitted (waiting for an acknowledgement). Note also that the times during which transactions may not be frozen ~re bounded in length (by maximum number of retransmissions, maximum number of packets in a message, retrammission time and maximum packet life time) and are generally short.
The replies the Debug Server can give to the PleaseDebug request are continue or delete. The former allows the cluster to continue execution; if a modified cluster descriptor accompanies the reply, the state of the cluster is first adapted. The latter does not restart the cluster but deletes it.
l~ocEss M~^QEMErcr
Most processes will be created and managed by a command interpreter, but any other process may also create new ones. All that is required is the capability that allows communication with an Amoeba Kernel. Most users will have access to the cluster creation capability for the Amoeba Kernel running on their own workstation; that is, users can create new processes on their own workstation.
The capabilities for creating processes on pool processors will typically be kept by a "Processor Pool" service that will act as an agent for running programs on behalf of user processes. Load balancing can be achieved by the Processor Pool service when it allocates pool processors judiciously.
Migration
Although clusters rarely move to a new host after being started up, migration is a central concept in the Amoeba process management mechanisms. This is became loading new clusters into memory, taking core dumps, making checkpoints, and doing remote debugging are all similar to migrating a cluster. In fact, if we can migrate a cluster from one machine to another, downloading, checkpointing, debugging, etc., should be simple.
Load balancing by migrating cluster is a poorly understood area and it is dubious whether it is very useful with the current sort of workstations and networks. Migrating a five megabyte cluster, for instance, will take at least seven seconds, because that is how long it takes a fast transport protocol to copy the memory contents over a 10 Mbit Ethernet; five megabyte programs are not at all uncommon, especially as candidates for migration: long-lived clusters are usually large too. Migration is thus rather expensive, and the gain of a migrate operation must be big in order to merit one.
In spite of this, we believe that migration can be useful. When a workstation's owner logs off in the evening, the workstation can turn itself into a Pool Processor and provide process-execution service to the rest of the system. When the owner returns in the morning, however, and logs back on, the guest clusters running there could be nudged off by migrating them away to some other workstation [ 10] .
The kernels implement the cluster migration mechanism. They do not implement a policy; the decision to migrate a cluster and where to migrate it is made in a higher level of service. We shall not go into how tlais decision is made. The process that orders the migration will be called the Process Server.
When a cluster moves from one machine to another, the kernel at the old machine makes the memory contents and cluster descriptor of the cluster available to the kernel on the new machine. The kernel on the new machine loads the cluster into memory and starts it off. We will call these kernels Old Host and New Host. We will examine the migration cluster from the point where Process Server has decided to migrate the cluster to New Host. Process Server has to set things up to handle the cluster's signals as the cluster's debugger.
First, Process Server sends a signal to the cluster, which causes Old Host to freeze it in its tracks and send a cluster descriptor to Process Server (Process Server acts as the debugger for this cluster). Then, Process Server sends the cluster descriptor to New Host in a RunCluster request.
New Host, when it receives the RunCluster request creates the necessary segments, initializes them by sending Seg_Read requests to Old Host and maps them into the new cluster's address space. With both client (New Host) and server (Old Host) can send and receive directly out of mapped memory; a cluster's memory contents can thus be copied over an Ethernet at speeds well above half a megabyte per second.
When all the segment contents have been copied, New Host starts the cluster and sends a reply to Process Server containing the new cluster's capability. Process Server then deletes the old cluster with a DeleteCluster request to Old Host.
Note that, while migration was in progress, the cluster existed on its old host in 'frozen' condition. The kernel thus replied to all messages for the frozen cluster with a "t~y again later, this cluster is frozen" message. After the cluster has been deleted, those messages will come in again at some point, and the kernel will then reply with something like 'this port is unknown at this address." The sender will then do a locate operation to find the new whereabouts of the cluster, and communication will be re-established.
The protocol for dealing with message transactions during migration is more subtle than described here, but would take too much space to describe fully. To preserve the at-most-once semantics of Amoeba message transactions, client and server need to use unique communication ports so that the locate operation cannot yield the address of the wrong server, for instance.
6. EMULATION SERVICE One of the most important applications of the rather general mechanisms for handling signals, traps and exceptions in the previous section is that it allows the emulation of any operating system environment. Amoeba was developed in a Umx environment, which is why we have concentrated on UNIX emulation, but there is no reason why any other operating system interface could not be emulated.
We have implemented two forms of UNIX emulation: by intercepting the system calls at the level of the C source code, or at the level of the system call. The former is simpler to realize and--combined with tailored supporting services--gives adequate performance. The latter is more complicated, but it can be used to provide binary compatibility: binaries that run under ordinary UNIX can be made to run under Amoeba without changing a single bit.
We have done both under a previous version of the Amoeba Kernel. The library for UNIX emulation at the source-code level will remain practically unchanged under the new process management dominion. The Kernel version that UNIX emulation runs on now maintains a table of {task capability, emulator capability} pairs. When a task traps, and an entry is found in the table, the registers (PC, SP, PSW and general purpose registers) and the address of the interrupt vector are sent to the emulator. The emulator uses transactions with the Segment Server (a server for reading and writing memory which will be replaced by the Process Server under the new process management regime) to get at the memory contents of the cluster. It returns new values for the registers to the kernel. The emulator itself runs on UNIx, which was modified to allow doing transactions. The emulator interprets the system calls given to it by doing them on Umx and passing the results back.
Both in this scheme and the new one, the Amoeba Kernel has no knowledge whatsoever of UNIX system calls. It merely invokes the debugger when a user task traps. The differences between the working system and the one we are implementing are the following: In the old one, processes to be emulated are created through the emulator which keeps track of most of its state; the state given to the emulator consists of just the registers. In the new scheme, the state will be the cluster descriptor. Clusters to be emulated need not be created by the emulator. In the old scheme, memory is read through transactions with the Segment Server. In the new one, memory can be read and written directly by the emulator, because it is mapped into its own address space.
When we have some experience with this arrangement, we will decide if this new path through the Kernel to the UNIX emulator is too long. If so, we shall have to construct a representation of a light.weight state that can be given to the emulator instead of the current, rather heavy-weight, cluster descriptor. In any case, the emulator will have the emulated cluster's memory mapped into its own address space as well, providing very efficient memory access. 7 . CONCLUSIONS This paper reveals the tip of an iceberg. Building a coherent set of primitives for process management that includes migration of clusters, checkpointing, debugging and emulation of arbitrary operating system intcrfaccs involves very careful design, not only of the mechanisms that deal with process management directly, but also with all of the surrounding cnvironmcnt. In this section, we shall attcmpt to lift out some of the design considerations that made it possiblc for us to design the system as we did.
The Amoeba Kernel provides a minimum of functions: process management and interprocess communication. There is thus also a minimum amount of state that has to migrate when a cluster migrates. We believe that this was one of the essential choices that made our mechanisms work. Things would have been much more difficult if we had to deal with things like 'open file state,' 'controlling terminals' or the complicated connection state of a sliding-window protocol.
The Amoeba interprocess communication mechanism has also been vital to the success of our design. First, the communicating entities are named using a location-independent naming mechanism that uses an underlying locate service to find out dynamically where the packets have to be sent. None of the migration apparatus has to worry about rerouting messages, no forwarding addresses have to be left behind; [9] e-x-hosts can forget about the existence of a cluster immediately after migration is complete.
Second, the simplicity of the Amoeba protocols contribute enormously to the portability of clusters. The protocol has only a few states in which it can stay for arbitrary lengths of time and it is relatively easy to migrate a cluster in these states using the "I'm frozen, don't bother me" messages described earlier. When the protocol is in any of the other states, the Amoeba Kernel can wait until the protocol reaches a 'migratable' one.
The most important conclusion we have drawn from this design--which is trdll being implemented --is that it is possible to build a simple mechanism that is sufficient to realize downloading, migration, exception handling, checkpointhag, emulation and debugging. Although the implementation is not complete at the time of writing this paper, we expect to finish soon enough to present performance information at the SOSP conference.
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